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Preliminary remarks

In a sentence, cosmology is the study of the origin and evolution
of the universe. In the span of three generations, it has gone from
motivated speculation to becoming a fully fledged precision
science*. What made this possible?

I Observations!

I To provide these a consistent theoretical framework, we
required:

I A theory of spacetime and it’s interaction with matter (GR,
deviations?)

I A theory of matter (Fields, particles, defects, etc.)

I Symmetries: homogeneity, isotropy, thermal equilibrium (a
statement of symmetry in state space; equipartition.)

I Luck.

I e.g. Were one to accept the current so-called Λ-CDM model
of the universe, one could imagine being an observer at
t = 1012y when λCMB > H−1

0 ; no electromagnetic evidence
of the big bang.
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String theory and cosmology

String cosmology is not some speculative extension of string
theory onto a domain where it’s application is premature– it is
forced upon us if we accept string theory as a putative theory of
quantum gravity! One is forced to repeat the logic of big bang
cosmology (BBC) in context with :

I The relevant effective theory for gravitational physics at
whatever scale we’re interested in (e.g. GR → dilaton
gravity).

I Perhaps not always a local QFT defined on a continuous
spacetime manifold!

I Fields, particles, defects → ”...” + strings, D-objects,
orietifolds, etc.

I homogeneity, isotropy → ”...” + dualities (T, S, U).

I + thermodynamics → String/ Brane gas cosmology is the
most conservative application of the logic of BBC that
incorporates string theory.
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String theory and cosmology

So far efforts have focussed as much on making string theory
consistent with what we know (by not spoiling predictions of
BBC– moduli problem, incorporating SUSY breaking/ time
dependence etc.) as they have with exploring new possibilities:

I String inspired braneworld scenarios/ cosmologies?

I Mechanisms for resolving the initial singularity?

I Novel explanations for the origin of primordial perturbations?

I Consistent ways to realize inflation: “a paradigm in search of
a theory”?

I Explaining the current epoch of accelerated expansion?

I Perhaps it has placed us at the precipice of a new Copernican
revolution in our understanding of the universe (landscape)?

I Or not?

I In spite of this (or maybe because of this), interesting,
perhaps crucially important vistas must be explored.
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Effective descriptions of string theory?

By now, we are very used to the idea of parametrizing our
ignorance by a cutoff Λ and integrating out all physics above this
scale to obtain an effective description at a given energy Wilson ’74 .
This presupposes that the conditions underlying the decoupling
theorem are valid Appelquist, Carazzone ’75 .

I However the full dynamics of string theory is so complicated,
that we can typically at most compute the EFT at a fixed
point in field space up to some order in α′, gs .

I At different points in field (moduli) space, different states
become light– what does this look like from the perspective
of the low energy EFT?

I Like coordinate patches on a manifold, the EFT is only valid
in some neighborhood.

I Not particularly useful if we are eventually interested in the
sort of dynamics relevant for cosmology.

I Can we do better?
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Double Field Theory

Doubled field theory is one attempt to realize a representation of
the full T-duality group on a field theoretic truncation. Hull, Zwiebach ’09;

Hohm, Hull, Zwiebach ’10

I Since space can be viewed as the dual coordinate in phase
space to momentum, and since string states have two types
of momenta (the usual momenta + winding momenta) we
have an effective doubling of space coordinates x , x̃ .

I Define Eij = gij + bij , where these depend on both sets of
coordinates.

I S =
∫
dxdx̃e−2φ

[
− 1

4g
ikg jlDpEklDpEij + 1

4g
klDjEikDiEjl

+ 1
4g

klD̄jEki D̄iElj +DiφD̄jEij + D̄iφDjEji + 4DiφDiφ
]

I Di ≡ ∂
∂x i − Eik ∂

∂x̃k
, D̄i ≡ ∂

∂x i + Eki ∂
∂x̃k

I When none of the fields depend on x̃ , the above becomes:
S =

∫ √
−ge2φ

(
R[g ] + 4(∇φ)2 − 1

12H
2[b]
)

I This is the low energy effective action for the usual massless
string states.
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When none of the fields depend on x , the above becomes:

I S∗ =
∫ √
−g̃ e2φ

(
R[g̃ ] + 4(∇φ)2 − 1

12H
2[b̃]
)

I with g̃ = g−1 − b · g · b; b̃ = −g−1 · b · g .
I T-duality represented on fields– however implicit in this

construction is the strong constraint that all fields and gauge
parameters satisfy ∂i ∂̃

i = 0∗.

I This projects out string states for which wan
a 6= 0 – such

states certainly appear around the enhanced SU(2) radius at
R =

√
α′ (in a toroidal compactification), either side of which

we would expect different low energy modes, hence different
low energy effective theories.

I Double field theory, although very promising, has so far only
reproduced known solutions. One must relax the constraint
(*) if one is to expect Double field theory to provide the low
energy effective theory for massless string states at any point
in field space.

I Doing so might allow us to construct non-singular
cosmological solutions!
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Branes at the end of the universe?

Another attempt at meaningfully gluing together effective
descriptions that model different phases of the underlying string
theory involve the use of space filling S-branes. Florakis, Kounnas, Partouche,

Toumbas ’10 & ’11; see also Cornabla, Costa, Kounnas ’02

I Thermal duality: Z [β] = Z [α′/β]

I In IIB theory w/ Gravito-magnetic fluxes switched on, can
compute α′ exact (in terms of R0 ) partition function in 2-d
(R i �

√
α′ ) Florakis, Kounnas, Partouche, Toumbas ’10

I In arbitrary dimensions, can study the asymptotics of the
partition function, and can conclude the same duality.

I Unlike in field theory, strings can wind around Euclidean
direction– new thermally massless states appear at β = βc .

I On the worldsheet, at β = βc ,∃ marginal operator that
directly converts winding states into momentum states.

I Space-filling brane with negative pressure appears at t = tc .

I Exactly the object required to consistently glue a contracting
universe to an expanding one through the Israel junction
conditions Israel, ’66 .
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Dynamical dimensional reduction?

More evidence that the picture underlying our usual effective
descriptions might have to be adjusted (perhaps not so
drastically), come from several independent sources:

I FRGE practitioners claim that Einstein Hilbert + truncation
renders anomalous large dimensions to the 2-pt correlation
function– 〈hh〉 ∼ 1/r2 → log r in the UV e.g. Litim, ’11 .

I Horav̌a gravity posits anisotropic scaling of space and time
dimensions in the UV with index z = 3 . For a random walker
in D spatial dimensions, the probability of returning to the
same point after proper time τ is given by the auto-correlation

limx→x′
e
− (x−x′)2

4τ2

(4πτ)D/2 . (Green’s function of the Heat Kernel).

Used to define dimension on fluctuating geometries.

I Spectral dimension ds := −2 dlogP
dlogτ = 1 + D/z = 2 . Horav̌a, ’09

I Same results found in Causal Dynamical Triangulation lattice
simulations. Ambjørn, Jurkiewicz, Loll ’05

I String partition function at very high energies same as that of
a 2-d field theory. F ∼ T 2

Attick, Witten, ’88 See Carlip ’12.
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“When Effective theories fail”

Could it be the case that we’re also missing IR relevant terms?
What does that even mean without going against the whole logic
of decoupling?

I When spacetime curvature is small, we can reliably neglect
quantum corrections.

I However, even these small corrections could accumulate over
large distances/ times. Donoghue ’09

I Consider the universal quantum correction to Newton’s law
between two point sources (!): Bjerrum-Bohr, Donoghue, Holstein ’02

V (r) = −GMm
r

[
1 + 3G(M+m)

rc2 + 41
10π

G~
r2c3

]
I What if one of the masses is behind a horizon?
I Validity of EFT seems to require not only that

G/r2 � 1 (UV) but also Rr2 � 1 (IR).
I Cross horizon correlation functions are likely to get

corrections we do not know how to calculate as of yet. c.f.
Inflation– buyer beware!

I Could there be IR relevant terms that we may have missed?
I Antoniadis, Mazur, Mottola (’92): could such terms account

for dark energy?
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String theory and spacetime

If strings and branes are our available probes, what does this do to
our postulates for a low energy effective description?

I A stringy minimal length? Evidence from worldsheet RG
considerations, High energy string scattering suggests a
stringy deformation of the uncertainty principle. Konishi et al ’90; Gross,

Mende ’88; Amati et al ’89

I Heuristically, the generalized uncertainty principle:
∆x∆p ≥ 1

2 [1 + β(∆p)2] .

I Can we represent this on fields? What are the low energy
effects, if any? Kempf ’00; Patil, Palma ’08

I In the presence of RR flux, open string end points have
non-commuting coordinates– non-commutative field theories
required (see tomorrow’s lectures!)

I D0 branes charged under RR flux can arrange themselves in
bound configurations of higher dimensional objects (D2
branes) Myers ’99 . Dynamics described by a matrix model.

I Topology change? Diffeomorphism group of 2-d surface of
any genus ⊂ SU(N) Taylor ’01, Swain ’04
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Even if any of these speculations were in fact realized in nature,
how would we know better?

I Use the universe as our high energy laboratory.

I Might the early universe have looked very different than the
scenarios we’ve formulated using technology that predates the
insights of string/M theory?

I Alternative early universe scenarios?
Pre big bang scenario Gasperini, Veneziano

Cyclic/ Ekpyrotic scenarios Khoury, McFadden, Ovrut, Steinhardt, Turok et al.

String Gas Cosmology Brandenberger, Nayeri, Patil, Vafa + others...

I Might string theory offer us a way to rigorously realize the
inflationary paradigm?e.g. Burgess, McAllister ’11

I Could we use inflation as a microscope to probe very high
energy physics?

I What lies in store for the interplay between theory and
observation given that we have the promise of unprecedented
precision data to come in for yet another generation?
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The aim of these lectures is to provide you, the interested theorist,
with the basic tools to understand how cosmology interfaces with
fundamental theory.

I An introduction to Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
physics from the top down,

I and then from the bottom up again, going over the basics of
cosmological perturbation theory and if time permits, the
effective theory of perturbations on time dependent
backgrounds.

I Along the way, we will flesh out the details behind why the
inflationary paradigm provides the most successful accounting
of observations by a long way.

I In spite of its grand success, we will take a critical look at the
assumptions that underlie the success of inflationary
cosmology with an open mind, and speculate if string theory
might have any say in resolving these issues or solidifying the
status of these assumptions.
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effective theory of perturbations on time dependent
backgrounds.

I Along the way, we will flesh out the details behind why the
inflationary paradigm provides the most successful accounting
of observations by a long way.

I In spite of its grand success, we will take a critical look at the
assumptions that underlie the success of inflationary
cosmology with an open mind, and speculate if string theory
might have any say in resolving these issues or solidifying the
status of these assumptions.
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